Mary Shelley Club
YA Fiction Moldavsky,G
Scholarship student Rachel keeps to herself
at Manchester Prep, preferring the
company of horror films to trust fund
babies. When a prank puts her on the radar
of a mysterious student society, "The Mary
Shelley Club", they subject her to a number
of escalating Fear Tests which eventually
puts them on the radar of a serial killer.
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Strange Creatures
YA Fiction North,P
Tells the story about a girl whose brother
mysteriously disappears, the family and
friends he leaves behind, and the stories,
real and imagined, that they tell themselves
to fill the empty space.
The Enigma Game
YA Fiction Wein,E
A German soldier risks his life to drop off
the sought-after Enigma Machine to British
Intelligence, hiding it in a pub in a small
town in northeast Scotland. Louisa Adair, a
teen girl hired to look after the pub owner's
elderly, German-born aunt, Jane Warner,
finds it but doesn't report it. FlightLieutenant Jamie Beaufort-Stuart intercepts
a signal but can't figure it out. Ellen
McEwen, volunteer at the local airfield,
acts as the go-between and messenger,
after Louisa involves Jane in translating. The
planes under Jamie's command seem
charmed, and the four are loathe to give up
the machine. Even after Elisabeth Lind from
British Intelligence arrives, even after the
Germans start bombing the tiny town.
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The Inheritance Games
YA Fiction Barnes,J
When a Connecticut teenager inherits vast
wealth and an eccentric estate from the
richest man in Texas, she must also live with
his surviving family and solve a series of
puzzles to discover how she earned her
inheritance.
-The Hawthore Legacy
YA Fiction Barnes,J
All These Bodies
YA Fiction Blake,K
Summer 1958. A gruesome killer plagues the
Midwest, leaving behind a trail of bodies
completely drained of blood.
The Silvered Serpents
YA Fiction Choksi,R
Séverin and his team members might have
successfully thwarted the Fallen House, but
victory came at a terrible cost - one that
still haunts all of them. Desperate to make
amends, Séverin pursues a dangerous lead
to find a long lost artifact rumored to grant
its possessor the power of God. Their hunt
lures them far from Paris, and into the icy
heart of Russia where crystalline ice
animals stalk forgotten mansions, broken
goddesses carry deadly secrets, and a
string of unsolved murders makes the crew
question whether an ancient myth is a myth
after all.
They'll Never Catch Us
YA Fiction Goodman,J
Sisters Stella and Ellie Steckler are both
determined to win a scholarship and
escape their stifling small town, but their
plans are upset when a new girl joins the
cross country team and then disappears.

Eyes of the Forest
YA Fiction Henry,A
Seventeen-year-old Bridget is both an
employee of author RM Haldon and his
biggest fan, so when she starts to receive
cryptic emails from him after he goes
missing, she teams up with her friend to find
Haldon..
The Forest of Stolen Girls
YA Fiction Hur,J
In 1426 in Joseon, a year after her father
vanishes while investigating the
disappearance of thirteen girls, eighteenyear-old Min Hwani returns to the island of
Jeju to pick up his trail with the help of her
estranged sister.
The Box in the Woods
YA Fiction Johnson,M
Stevie Bell did it. She solved the greatest
unsolved mystery of the century. So she's not
surprised when she gets an email from the
man who owns Camp Bounty Lake (now
called Camp Wonder Falls), the site of the
infamous Box in the Woods murders from the
1970s. Weird things are happening at the
camp again, although nothing as sinister as
before. No murders, no bodies posed by the
mysterious figure they called The Doll
Collector. But there is a threatening
message chalked across a wall.
As Good as Dead by Holly Jackson
YA Fiction Jackson,H
Pippa Fitz-Amobi is haunted by the two
murder cases she solved, by the victims, by
the attention her crime podcast garnered,
and by the survivors, which is bad enough-but then it starts to feel like someone is
watching her.

One of Us is Lying
YA Fiction McManus,K
Pay close attention and you might solve
this. On Monday afternoon, five students at
Bayview High walk into detention. Bronwyn,
the brain, is Yale-bound and never breaks a
rule. Addy, the beauty, is the pictureperfect homecoming princess. Nate, the
criminal, is already on probation for
dealing. Cooper, the athlete, is the all-star
baseball pitcher. And Simon, the outcast, is
the creator of Bayview High's notorious
gossip app. Only, Simon never makes it out
of that classroom. Before the end of
detention Simon's dead. And according to
investigators, his death wasn't an accident.
On Monday, he died. But on Tuesday, he'd
planned to post juicy reveals about all four
of his high-profile classmates, which makes
all four of them suspects in his murder. Or
are they the perfect patsies for a killer
who's still on the loose? Everyone has
secrets, right? What really matters is how
far you would go to protect them.
-One of Us is Next
YA Fiction, McManus,K
Swipe Right for Murder
YA Fiction Milman,D
Finding himself alone in a posh New York
City hotel room for the night, Aidan does
what any red-blooded seventeen-year-old
would do-- he tries to hook up with
someone new. But that lapse in judgment
leads to him waking up next to a dead guy,
which sparks an epic case of mistaken
identity. Now he's on the run from federal
agents -- and a cyber-terrorist group who
will stop at nothing to find him.

